Abstract: We consider a novel scenario for modulus stabilisation in IIB string compactifications in which the Kähler moduli are stabilised by a general set-up with two kinds of non-perturbative effects: (i) standard Kähler moduli-dependent non-perturbative effects from gaugino condensation on D7-branes or E3-instantons wrapping four-cycles in the geometric regime; (ii) dilaton-dependent non-perturbative effects from gaugino condensation on space-time filling D3-branes or E(-1)-instantons at singularities. For the LARGE Volume Scenario (LVS), the new dilaton-dependent non-perturbative effects provide a positive definite contribution to the scalar potential that can be arbitrarily tuned from fluxes to give rise to de Sitter vacua. Contrary to anti D3-branes at warped throats, this term arises from a manifestly supersymmetric effective action. In this new scenario the 'uplifting' term comes from F-terms of blow-up modes resolving the singularity of the non-perturbative quiver. We discuss phenomenological and cosmological implications of this mechanism. This set-up also allows a realisation of the LVS for manifolds with zero or positive Euler number.
Introduction
Non-perturbative effects play a very important rôle in the study of low-energy implications of string theory. In the past few years a very good understanding of these effects has been achieved despite the absence of a fully non-perturbative formulation of the theory. Much progress has been made on the origin, structure and computability of these terms in the effective field theory at low energy and weak coupling. D-branes and their Euclidean counterparts generalise the rôle of non-perturbative effects (gaugino condensation and instantons) in field theories.
In IIB string compactifications to four dimensions with N = 1 supersymmetry and O3/O7-planes, there are two known ways to generate non-perturbative effects [1] :
• by gaugino condensation in the field theory living on D7-branes or Euclidean D3-brane (E3) instantons wrapped on geometric four-cycles;
• by gaugino condensation on spacetime-filling D3-branes or Euclidean D(-1)-brane (E(-1)) instantons at singularities.
The corresponding gauge kinetic function is determined in the first case by the Kähler modulus T controlling the size of the wrapped four-cycle whereas in the second case by the dilaton field S and the blow-up mode Q resolving the singularity.
Despite being very much suppressed at weak coupling, non-perturbative effects are nevertheless relevant as corrections to the superpotential W due to non-renormalisation theorems that keep nominally higher-order contributions from contributing. For instance, symmetries forbid the appearance of the Kähler moduli in W at any order in perturbation theory and so their appearance in W is necessarily purely non-perturbative. For the simpler constructions normally considered the non-perturbative superpotential coming from these two types of mechanisms can be written as: The quantities h i (F ) and h j are non-zero in the presence of a non-vanishing magnetic flux F on the world-volume of a D7-brane or if a stack of D3-branes is placed at a singularity. In this way chiral matter is generated in the low-energy theory. More precisely, for flux on a D7-brane the Kähler moduli get charged under the anomalous U (1) and the gauge kinetic function f i gets a flux-dependent shift h i (F ) that introduces a new dependence on the dilaton, modifying it from
On the other hand, for D3-branes at a singularity the blow-up modes Q j resolving the singularity get charged under the anomalous U (1) and the gauge kinetic function receives extra contributions of the form f = S + h j Q j where h j are constants proportional to the U (1)-charge of the blow-up modes. In both cases the coefficients A i and B must also depend on charged matter fields in order for W to be gauge invariant.
To date only the T i dependent part in W np has been used for modulus stabilisation. However, there is no reason to assume B = 0 and therefore also the S-dependent term in W np has to be included unless it can be argued to be subdominant. One of the main points of this article is to explore the implications of these non-perturbative effects for modulus stabilisation.
We here study their inclusion within the context of the LARGE Volume Scenario (LVS) [2] , which provides a concrete and controlled realisation of modulus stabilisation in flux compactifications of IIB string theory. The mechanism used in the LVS is very generic [3] and shows that the natural minimum of the leading contributions to the scalar potential corresponds to (nonsupersymmetric) anti de Sitter (AdS) 4D spacetime with exponentially large volume. As for other stabilisation scenarios it is necessary to seek uplifting mechanisms that can lift the minimum to flat or de Sitter (dS) vacua, and it has been assumed that this can be realised in a similar manner as in the KKLT scenario [4] , where an anti D3-brane is located at the tip of a highly warped throat in the extra dimensions. The anti-brane provides a positive-definite contribution to the scalar potential and the warping can be adjusted to explicitly tune the minimum to have a small positive vacuum energy.
The use of anti-branes in this way raises standard concerns about control over the approximations used to compute the low-energy effective field theory, due to the explicit breaking of supersymmetry by the anti-brane. For the LVS there is also an additional challenge regarding whether an exponentially large volume is consistent with a large warping. We address this issue when we describe LVS models in the first part of this article, and identify the domain of validity for which both are consistent.
A second uplifting proposal obtains de Sitter vacua from D-terms produced by magnetised branes [5, 6, 7] . We review this proposal to restate the criteria required to obtain a viable uplifting term from a localised magnetic flux turned on a stack of branes wrapping a large four-cycle.
Moreover we also show that fibred Calabi-Yau manifolds open up the possibility of achieving de
Sitter vacua from the interplay of D-terms and string loop corrections to the Kähler potential (and possibly warping).
Our main result is to introduce a novel fully supersymmetric mechanism for obtaining dS solutions in the LVS. This mechanism is based on the presence of the dilaton-dependent nonperturbative effects discussed above, either from gaugino condensation on D3-branes or E(-1)-instantons at singularities. We show that the corresponding non-perturbative superpotential can
give rise to a positive contribution to the scalar potential which differs from the one arising from
Kähler moduli-dependent non-perturbative effects, as previously considered in KKLT and LVS.
These dilaton-dependent non-perturbative effects have never been considered in the context of modulus stabilisation even though non-perturbative superpotentials at a singular locus have been discussed in the past as potential string theory realisations of dynamical supersymmetry breaking and gauge mediation [8, 9, 10, 11] .
We find that combining such a positive contribution with the standard LVS scalar potential gives an uplifting term very similar to the one produced by warped anti D3-brane tension, thereby giving rise to dS vacua in a fully supersymmetric set-up. The fields whose F-terms are responsible for the realisation of dS vacua are the blow-up modes resolving the singularity of the non-perturbative quiver. Moreover these S-dependent non-perturbative effects, when combined to string loop corrections to the Kähler potential, can provide a realisation of the LVS also for manifolds with zero or positive Euler number.
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we review the LVS framework and discuss various ways to obtain de Sitter vacua in this setting: uplifting by anti-branes in highly warped throats and D-terms. Readers familiar with the LVS can safely skip this section. Then in section 3 we analyse the effect of dilaton-dependent non-perturbative effects which provide a novel way to realise de Sitter solutions. This is the main result of the paper. Furthermore, we show that these new effects can also give rise to new LVS for Calabi-Yau three-folds with positive Euler number due to their interplay with string loop corrections to the Kähler potential. In section 4 we discuss phenomenological and cosmological implications of this new scenario, and finally conclude in section 5. Appendix A is devoted to the study of the effect of loop induced field redefinitions on the form of the scalar potential while in appendix B we analyse the subcase with only non-perturbative effects at the singularity.
Review of LVS de Sitter vacua
In this section we give a brief review of the basics of the LVS whose main feature is the emergence of a non-supersymmetric AdS minimum at exponentially large value of the internal volume. We will then discuss the main ideas that have been put forward to obtain de Sitter solutions within the LVS framework working out the conditions under which this can achieved either via anti-branes in highly warped throats or D-terms.
LVS in a nutshell
The LARGE Volume Scenario corresponds to a concrete mechanism of modulus stabilisation on orientifolded Calabi-Yau compactifications of type IIB string theory. The dilaton and complex structure moduli are fixed by turning on fluxes of the complex three-form G 3 = F 3 + iSH 3 where F 3 , H 3 are the Ramond-Ramond and Neveu-Schwarz three-forms and S = e −φ + iC 0 with φ, C 0 the dilaton and axion fields of the 10D theory [12] . The quantisation of the fluxes gives rise to the discrete landscape of minima. The Kähler moduli are stabilised by a combination of perturbative and non-perturbative effects. The perturbative effects correspond to the leading order term in the expansion in inverse overall volume V of the α ′ corrections which compete with the leading order non-perturbative effect in a blow-up modulus τ s , leading to the stabilisation at V ∼ e aτs .
The constant a is fixed by the nature of the non-perturbative effect that can be either gaugino condensation on D7-branes or a Euclidean D3-instanton.
It was long thought that this kind of stabilisation was impossible, due to the obstacle identified long ago by Dine and Seiberg [13] that states that the natural vacuum cannot be analysed in weak coupling since the potential then arises as a series in the coupling constant, which is a field (the dilaton). But then dilaton stabilisation requires a competition among different orders in the weak-coupling expansion, and so cannot be understood within such an expansion.
This objection is overcome in the LVS by realising that in string theory there are actually a number of independent expansions at play, instead of only the one implicitly assumed in [13] .
Besides the string coupling, there are also expansions in inverse powers of all of the various large moduli of the background geometry, of which there can be very many. Even though the minimum identified in the LVS is very generic [3, 14] , the simplest realisation is for an orientifold of the
s . The simplest set-up then gives rise to an effective field theory determined by a Kähler potential of the type:
s , and a superpotential:
Here T s = τ s + iψ s and T b = τ b + iψ b are the complex moduli for τ s and τ b .
After stabilising the axion-like fields, ψ s and ψ b , the corresponding scalar potential takes the form:
where the c i are O(1 − 10) constants. Notice that the three terms of this scalar potential conspire to give a non trivial minimum. The negative sign in the second term comes from the minimisation of the axion component of T s and drives the minimum to negative values of the vacuum energy. The last term dominates at large values of τ s guaranteeing that the potential asymptotes to zero from the positive side (this requires ζ > 0). The minimum of this scalar potential is at τ s ∼ 1/g s and V ∼ W 0 e aτs where the three terms of V LVS are of the same order, giving rise to exponentially large volumes in a natural way. The minimum of this potential corresponds to a non-supersymmetric AdS vacuum.
De Sitter LVS
Several proposals have been put forward to realise a dS solution at exponentially large volume. The most promising so far rely on the inclusion of anti D3-branes at the tip of a warped throat and D-terms from magnetised D7-branes. Let us briefly review both of these constructions discussing the pros and cons involved.
Anti-branes and warping
The simplest proposal to achieve dS space follows KKLT by adding an anti D3-brane at the tip of a highly warped region somewhere within in the Calabi-Yau space [4] . This contributes a positive term to the scalar potential of the order:
where ν can be order unity if γ = 3, but ν must be parametrically small if γ ≤ 3. This condition on ν arises from the requirement that this term can compete with the negative potential generated by the LVS mechanism (in order to uplift it), but not be so large as to dominates at large distances and destabilise the minimum. A small size for the coefficient ν is plausible if the anti-brane is in a strongly warped region, since then ν is suppressed by a power of the warp factor, which can be very small.
The analysis of [4] treated the anti-brane in a probe approximation. The effects of the brane were included in the effective field theory by simply considering a potential term equal to the brane tension. The configuration is metastable with the possibility of decay involving brane flux annihilation [15] . There has been much recent work studying the back-reaction of the brane on the geometry [16, 17, 18, 19] to develop an understanding of the system which does not rely on the probe approximation.
One finds that the presence of the brane modifies the geometry in the ultraviolet, the associated mode is normalisable supporting the interpretation of the state as a configuration in the same theory.
LARGE volume and large warping
It is very interesting that the two proposals for generating a large hierarchy from extra dimensions -i.e. exponentially large volume and large warping -are realised in a natural way in type IIB string compactifications. Since both can be exponentially large, care must be taken to ensure there are no problems with the validity of the effective field theories which are the main tools for analysis.
We now therefore pause to establish the consistency conditions for having exponentially large volume and large warping at the same time. We identify a common domain of validity for both, and so show that large warping can be possible within the LVS. We start with a warped ten-dimensional metric of the form: But we must also be sure that the warping is not so strong as to invalidate the 4D effective field theory at energies below the warped Kaluza-Klein scale. This requires in particular that the moduli masses must be much smaller than the warped KK scale. Requiring this to be true in a region where warping dominates large-volume in the geometry therefore leads to the twin conditions [20] :
Here A 0 is considered at its maximum value (tip of the throat). The first of these is the condition that the effective warp factor is dominated by A 0 rather than c: e −4A ≃ e −4A0 with c ∼ V 2/3 . The second condition is the condition that modulus masses are not higher than the warped KK scale, which requires e A0 > V −2/3 [20] .
For the present purposes, what is important is that we must check if any candidate warped uplifting term -as in KKLT and LVS scenarios -is consistent with these constraints. That is, uplifting potentials usually have the form:
where the unwarped contribution would go like 1/V α and for an anti-D3 brane α = 2. In the LVS case, for tuning the cosmological constant, the uplifting term (2.7) has to be comparable in size to the rest of the potential (2.3), and so we need:
This satisfies the above constraint (2.6) for α in the range: 9) which is satisfied in particular by anti-D3 branes, for which α = 2. Therefore it can be consistent to realise de Sitter uplifting via anti-D3 branes at the tip of a warped throat in the LARGE Volume Scenario.
D-terms from magnetised branes revisited
Another interesting mechanism to achieve dS vacua relies on D-terms from magnetised D7-branes since they give rise to a positive contribution to the scalar potential of the form (2.4). Concrete examples have been worked out in [5, 6, 21] . Notice that in KKLT scenarios D-terms are not appropriate for uplifting since the AdS minimum is supersymmetric and vanishing F-terms imply vanishing D-terms also. On the other hand, the situation is much better in LVS since the AdS minimum is non supersymmetric and therefore D-terms can be non-zero.
The D-term potential associated to the diagonal U (1) factor of a stack of D7-branes wrapping the Calabi-Yau divisor D i , looks like [22] : 11) where q ij are the U (1) charges of the Kähler moduli which can be expressed in terms of the triple intersection numbers k ijk of the Calabi-Yau as:
Ref. [6] studied the interplay between F-and D-terms in the LVS in order to obtain dS vacua, finding that an attractive candidate can be found when the following three criteria are satisfied:
• The magnetised D7-brane stack wraps the large four-cycle;
• The Kähler modulus T b (described in section 2.1) is charged under the U (1);
• One of the open string modes, stretching between the D7-brane with magnetic flux and its orientifold image, is tachyonic at the origin of field space. Such a situation is fairly generic and can be shown to arise as a result of relationships between the charges of various open string fields connected to anomaly cancellation conditions.
Under such a situation, ref. [6] found that, upon minimisation, the combined F-and D-term potential yields a contribution which scales as V −8/3 which is good since 1 < 8/3 < 3.
However, such a contribution can uplift the AdS vacuum to dS in a controlled fashion only if the magnetic flux on the brane is localised in a warped region. This requires that a two-cycle of the large four-cycle be deep in a warped throat which is not impossible but not straightforward to achieve, as we now see.
To see why it can be hard to have localised magnetic flux which can generate the uplift term of [6] , note first that we require that the brane wraps the large cycle and also that the Kähler modulus T b is charged under the U (1), i.e:
In order for the magnetic flux to be localised, no flux can thread the large cycle since such a contribution would have support in the entire Calabi-Yau, and so it is difficult to conceive that the associated energy can be lowered by warping. Thus we would like to setf b = 0, and have non trivial flux threading a small cycle, i.ef s = 0. Then the condition (2.13) implies that:
perturbative effects has to be a 'diagonal' del Pezzo divisor which is characterised by the fact that there exists a basis of toric divisors where the only non-vanishing intersection number is k sss = 0.
Hence this four-cycle enters the overall volume in a completely diagonal way, showing that it can be shrunk to zero size without affecting the Calabi-Yau geometry. Therefore in this case the condition k sbb = 0 cannot be realised.
However this condition might still be realised if the number of Kähler moduli is greater than two and there are other small four-cycles which do not support non-perturbative effects as in [14] .
These additional small four-cycles support a GUT-or MSSM-like visible sector and, in order to avoid the shrinking induced by D-terms, have to be 'non-diagonal' rigid but not del Pezzo divisors, according to the classification of [23] . Then one can indeed satisfy the condition k sbb = 0 [14] .
D-term uplift for fibred Calabi-Yau manifolds
An alternative way to achieve dS vacua via D-terms without having to deal with localised magnetic flux, has been proposed in [21] for Calabi-Yau three-folds where the overall volume is controlled by two four-cycles τ 1 and τ 2 :
The sum of F-and D-term potential coming from a magnetised D7-brane stack wrapping τ 1 is:
where φ c is a canonically normalised matter field while k, q φ and p are all O(1) numbers. The LVS potential is as described above, and depends only on the moduli τ s and V.
The minimum for φ c is at:
where the approximate equality uses ξ 1 ≃ √ τ 1 /V and V ≫ 1. Eq. (2.16) then reduces to:
It is now a problem that the potential V LVS (2.3) does not depend on τ 1 , because the modulus τ 1 cannot be fixed. However we know that another term in V depends on τ 1 once string-loop corrections to K are included, coming from loops of open strings living on the D7-branes wrapped around τ 1 [24] . Including also this τ 1 -dependent part of the scalar potential we find:
where c loop is a loop coefficient that depends on the complex structure moduli. The potential (2.19) has a minimum for τ 1 at: 20) which substituting back in (2.19) gives:
We see that in order to get a Minkowski vacuum, the coefficient c loop must be tuned such that [21] :
Substituting this tuning back in (2.20) we realise that:
Notice that the tuning of the loop coefficient includes the value of the volume at the minimum which may not be natural for very large volumes. However there is always the possibility that the corresponding cycle lies within a warped region for which the coefficient λ is warped and volume dependent and therefore the tuning is similar to the antibrane uplifting in KKLT.
We finally mention that another mechanism to achieve dS vacua that has been proposed, relies on F-terms from a hidden sector with metastable susy breaking [25] . However this mechanism has not yet been implemented within the LVS. It would be very interesting to have a concrete realisation of this mechanism in the LVS.
De Sitter vacua from non-perturbative effects
Non-perturbative effects play a major rôle in stabilising the Kähler moduli T i of type IIB CalabiYau flux compactifications. In fact, the starting point of KKLT and LVS scenarios is the inclusion of T i -dependent non-perturbative corrections to the superpotential of the form:
where the prefactors A i are in general functions of the complex structure moduli U and the open string moduli (D7-deformation and D3-position moduli), the a i are constants and the f i are the corresponding gauge kinetic functions which are given by:
where T i is the Kähler modulus controlling the size of the divisor Σ i wrapped by either a stack of D7-branes or a Euclidean D3-instanton, while h is a function of the world-volume magnetic flux F .
Let us briefly describe the two cases for F = 0 and F = 0 which give rise to two physically different situations.
• tential (3.1) is generated by a so-called 'stringy' instanton. The simplest realisation which yields the right fermionic zero mode structure, involves a rigid four-cycle which is transversally invariant under the orientifolds and a vanishing magnetic flux on the instanton. In this case the constants a i are given by a i = 2π.
-Divisor Σ i wrapped by both a stack of D7-branes and a Euclidean D3-brane instanton: In this case the main contribution to the superpotential (3.1) comes from gaugino condensation since the contribution due to E3-instantons is more suppressed due to the different behaviour of the constants a i .
• − (Σ i ) [26] . This is possible only for orientifold projections such that h − 1,1 = 0. In this case the gauge kinetic functions acquire a dependence on the G-moduli associated with the h
by both a stack of D7-branes and a Euclidean D3-brane instanton:
In this case the superpotential (3.1) is generated by a so-called 'gauge' instanton corresponding to the case N f = N c − 1 and the prefactors A i have again to depend on charged matter field in order to guarantee the gauge invariance of the superpotential.
Scenarios with vanishing magnetic flux are simpler for modulus stabilisation. The case with F = 0 includes more general expressions but also constraints. In particular, it complicates the stabilisation of the four-cycle supporting the Standard Model (SM) by these non-perturbative effects since requiring non-vanishing coefficients A i would generically break the SM symmetry at high energies by the non-vanishing values of the charged matter fields [27] . In those cases D-terms or perturbative, rather than non-perturbative, effects are preferred to fix the SM cycle [14] .
The non-perturbative effects described above are the only ones considered so far for modulus stabilisation in type IIB flux compactifications. However, there are further dilaton-dependent nonperturbative effects generated by either gaugino condensation on spacetime-filling D3-branes or Euclidean D(-1)-brane (E(-1)) instantons. Given that the associated branes do not wrap any internal cycle, the corresponding gauge kinetic function is determined by the dilaton field S:
where, in analogy with (3.2), we have included a shift proportional to h. As we have seen, in the case of D7-branes and E3-instantons, h is non-zero only in the presence of a magnetic flux. In the present case, this is equivalent to place the D3-branes and/or the E(-1)-instantons at a singularity.
In fact, as a magnetic flux is responsible for the emergence of chirality in the geometric case, here chiral matter gets generated by the presence of the singularity. Hence the h i in (3.3) are constants
proportional to the U (1)-charge of the blow-up modes Q i resolving the singularity.
In parallel with the previous discussion for the geometric case, we have two cases for h i = 0 (branes at smooth points and no chiral matter) and h i = 0 (branes at singularities and chiral matter). For each case we have again three different microscopic realisations corresponding to:
• Stack of spacetime-filling D3-branes: In this case the superpotential (3.1) is generated by gaugino condensation. The simplest realisation of a pure N = 1 super Yang-Mills theory that undergoes gaugino condensation is via a stack of spacetime-filling D3-branes at a smooth point on top of the O-plane. If the D3-branes are located at a singularity chiral matter gets generated, and so the theory undergoes gaugino condensation only for particular configurations.
Moreover, in this case the blow-up modes Q i get charged under the anomalous U (1), and so the prefactors A i have to depend also on charged matter fields whose U (1) transformation has to compensate the shift of the Q i fields in order to render the superpotential gauge invariant.
We finally point out that the location of the D3-branes can be determined by minimising the potential for the D3-position moduli ζ i which is generated by different effects (ζ i -dependence of the Kähler potential and the prefactors A i plus D-terms) [28] .
• Euclidean D(-1)-brane instanton: In this case the superpotential (3.1) is generated by a socalled 'stringy' instanton.
• Euclidean D(-1)-brane instanton on top of a stack of spacetime-filling D3-branes: When the branes are located at smooth points, the main contribution to the superpotential (3.1) comes from gaugino condensation since the contribution due to E(-1)-instantons is more suppressed due to the different behaviour of the constants a i . On the other hand, for branes at singularities, the superpotential (3.1) is generated by a so-called 'gauge' instanton corresponding to the case N f = N c − 1 and the prefactors A i have again to depend on charged matter fields in order to guarantee the gauge invariance of the superpotential.
In this section we will explore a combination of both classes of non-perturbative effects within the LVS framework. We shall focus, without loss of generality, on the case with a single Kähler moduli-dependent and a single dilaton-dependent contribution to the non-perturbative superpotential:
where we will consider just one blow-up mode Q. We will find that the dilaton-dependent nonperturbative effect proportional to B can give rise to de Sitter vacua only for h = 0. In fact, in the case h = 0, the new S-dependent non-perturbative effect can be included in a redefinition of
, showing that this term cannot give rise to any new interesting dynamics.
We shall find that for h = 0 it is the F-term of the blow-up mode Q which is responsible for uplifting since it gives rise to a positive definite term in the scalar potential of the form e −2 bRe(S) /V.
Given that Re(S) is fixed by ratios of flux integers, this term has a similar effect as the standard warped anti D3-brane contribution with the advantage that it comes from a manifestly supersymmetric effective action.
As is well known, the LVS applies for Calabi-Yau compactifications with negative Euler number (h 1,2 > h 1,1 ). However in this section we shall also present another interesting implication of adding an S-dependent W np : the possibility to obtain exponentially large volumes and de Sitter space also for positive and vanishing Euler numbers. This requires the introduction of string loop contributions to the effective action which are less understood. In appendix B we will discuss briefly a simplified case with non-perturbative effects only at the singularity regime.
De Sitter LVS from D3/E(-1) non-perturbative effects at singularities
Let us study how the LVS stabilisation mechanism gets modified by the inclusion of dilatondependent non-perturbative effects. We shall analyse the case for h = 0 corresponding to D3-branes and/or E(-1)-instantons at singularities since, as we have pointed out above, the case for h = 0 does not give rise to any new result.
As reviewed in section 2.1, the standard LVS involves at least two Kähler moduli,
and T s = τ s + i ψ s , which can be fixed by the interplay of the leading order α ′ correction to the Kähler potential and a single T s -dependent non-perturbative superpotential. Hence we shall extend the superpotential (2.2) as in (3.4) obtaining:
where Q = ρ + i ψ ρ is the modulus that blows up the singularity (ρ = 0 corresponds to a collapsed four-cycle) and h = 0.
1 The Kähler potential (2.1) of the effective supersymmetric field theory has to be supplemented with the term for the blow-up mode ρ, and so it takes the more general form (writing s = Re(S)):
with:
Notice that, even if the dilaton is fixed at leading semi-classical order by imposing D S W = 0, both in the superpotential (3.5) and in the Kähler potential (3.6) we kept the dilaton dependence manifest in order to have control over higher order contributions to the scalar potential which could play an important rôle for achieving dS vacua.
In the large volume limit τ b ≫ τ s , the Kähler potential (3.6) can be expanded as:
where
We point that the moduli T b and T s are both larger than the string scale, while Q is at the singular locus. It is worth stressing that the effective field theory can be trusted not just in the case when the moduli are in the geometric regime, but also in the regime close to a singularity thanks to the detailed description of strings at orbifold singularities. The field Q can indeed be shown to be fixed at the singular locus as a result of D-term stabilisation. If we turn on a flux on a two-cycle inside the four-cycle whose volume is given by the blow-up mode ρ, the D-term potential takes the same form as in (2.10):
where, according to (2.11), the FI-term ξ becomes:
Here q ρ is the U (1) charge of the blow-up mode ρ that depends on the magnetic flux and its triple self intersection number (see (2.12)).
In this section we shall proceed assuming that the D-term potential can be minimised with nonzero VEVs for some charged matter fields such that i c iKi ϕ i = 0 together with a non-vanishing prefactor B of the non-perturbative superpotential (B = 0). 2 The details of such settings will be elaborated in section 3.1.2. Thus the D-term scalar potential reduces to: (1 + 2ǫ τs ). We now turn to the computation of the F-term scalar potential:
where the Kähler covariant derivative is D I W = W I + W K I . The Kähler metric is a symmetric matrix which reads (with the leading order correction in a large volume expansion): (1 + 2ǫ τs )
The situation is similar to the tension between moduli stabilisation by non-perturbative effects and chirality discussed in [27] ; although in our case this results into a much weaker constraint as the open string fields belong to a hidden sector, and so can get non-zero VEVs.
where:
The inverse Kähler metric with the leading order correction in a large volume expansion reads: 
Therefore the F-term scalar potential is given by:
Substituting the values of the elements of the inverse Kähler metric we obtain: 
Notice that the Kähler covariant derivative with respect to the dilaton scales as:
The volume scaling of (3.16) follows from the fact that we shall be interested in studying the scalar potential in the large volume limit aτ s ∼ bs ∼ ln V ≫ 1.
The total scalar potential V = V D + V F receives contributions at different orders in a large volume expansion. It is therefore convenient to study its behaviour order by order in 1/V writing:
and:
.
(3.20)
The potential at order V −2 depends on four fields: τ b , s, C 0 and ρ. However, the minimisation with respect to S and ρ implies that: where we have already minimised with respect of ψ s and we have set s = s = 1/g s . Notice that the leading order stabilisation of the blow-up mode ρ at ρ = 0 eliminates the ρ dependence in the exponentials and the last term in (3.20) . This is important because this is the only extra term that could give a negative contribution to the scalar potential. Considering the scalar potential for ρ by adding the ρ-dependent terms in (3.20) to the D-term, the VEV of ρ is slightly moved away from the singularity but the minimum is at a value ρ ∼ 1/V inducing a much suppressed contribution to the scalar potential of order δV F ∼ 1/V 4 , and therefore can be safely neglected.
Similarly for (D S W 0 | ζ=0 ), this quantity has been fixed at D S W | ζ=0 = 0 only focusing on the potential at order V −2 . The leading order correction to this result comes from considering also the dilaton dependent terms in (3.20) . They slightly move the minimum to D S W | ζ=0 ∼ 1/V giving rise again to contributions of the order δV F ∼ 1/V 4 , which can therefore be safely neglected.
What we are left with then, is a potential of the standard LVS form (2.3) plus an additional positive definite term coming from the non-perturbative effects at the singularity:
where: 24) with positive proportionality factor. This is precisely of the form (2.7), with α = 5/3 and the warp factor substituted by a very similar expression now as an exponential of the dilaton field which is fixed by fluxes. Therefore the effect of this term is identical to a large warping for weak coupling strings. Notice also that the uplifting term (3.24) is proportional to h, and so it goes to zero for h = 0.
Let us now minimise the scalar potential with respect to τ s by solving ∂V /∂τ s = 0. In the limit aτ s ≫ 1, we find:
Substituting this result back in (3.22) we end up with the following effective potential:
The solution of ∂V /∂τ b = 0 is then:
This implicitly fixes the volume V or τ b as a function of s , W 0 , B and the constants h, a, b, α.
Substituting this result back in (3.26) we find that the value of the potential at the minimum is:
Notice that in the absence of the non-perturbative quiver superpotential (B = 0) this is negative giving rise to the standard AdS vacuum. For B = 0 the second term, being positive, lifts the minimum allowing the possibility of having a de Sitter minimum and even a destabilisation of the minimum for large enough values.
'Tuning' of the cosmological constant
Given that the parameters s , W 0 , B are determined by the fluxes and the VEVs of hidden sector matter fields, they can be adjusted to cancel the vacuum energy up to this order. In order to find a Minkowski vacuum we need therefore to perform the following tuning: 
Hence the order of magnitude of B depends crucially on ζ (and so the Euler number of the underlying Calabi-Yau) and the choice of parameters a and b.
Given a Minkowski vacuum, one can obtain a discretuum of de Sitter vacua with small cosmological constant by varying W 0 which depends on all flux quanta. This can be seen by considering a small deviation ǫ in the relation (3.29), which would result in a vacuum energy of the form:
We have then achieved in the LVS the same effect as anti D3-branes. In fact, we showed that D3/E(-1) non-perturbative effects at singularities provide an uplifting term that allows an almost continuum tuning of the vacuum energy by small changes in the fluxes. This is in contrast with proposals for D-term uplift in which the needed substantial warping was not explicitly achieved and may require topological conditions on the internal manifold difficult to satisfy [5] . The main advantage over anti D3-brane constructions is that in this case the effective field theory is under control especially since it is manifestly supersymmetric.
Generation of non-perturbative superpotentials at singularities
We now discuss how to obtain a non-zero prefactor of the dilaton-dependent non-perturbative superpotential in a way compatible with the stabilisation of the blow-up mode ρ at the singular locus by imposing the vanishing of the Fayet-Iliopoulos term. We can envisage three different scenarios:
• In the presence of just one anomalous U (1), one would require matter fields with opposite charges to have VEVs such that their contribution to the D-term vanishes consistent with a non-zero value of the prefactor B.
• In the more general case with more than one anomalous U (1) and multiple blow-up modes, a non-vanishing prefactor can be obtained without necessarily requiring cancellation of matter field contributions to all the D-terms. An explicit example of this was studied by the Romans [9] . The construction involved a Z 5 quiver with gauge group SU (5)×U (1) 5 ×U (1) 1 (and so two anomalous U (1)'s) and two blow-up modes Q 1 and Q 2 . The non-perturbative superpotential at the singularity is given by: 32) with the prefactor B depending on open string fields B = φ/Z 2 , where φ is charged only under U (1) 1 and Z is a composite field built out of fields charged under both anomalous U (1)'s.
Given that the combination of blow-ups entering in W np is the same as that entering in the FI-term of U (1) 5 , ξ 5 ∝ a 1 ρ 1 + a 2 ρ 2 , the D-term associated with this U (1) can fix exactly this combination to zero (in accord with our result in the previous section) without having to require cancellations between matter fields VEVs. On the other hand, the D-term of U (1) 1
Notice that this stabilisation would leave a flat direction which could then be fixed at non-zero value by the inclusion of a tachyonic susy-breaking mass term for φ (justifying our assumption of m = 0). Hence the prefactor B is non-zero since it turns out to be B = m/Z 2 light where in the denominator Z light depends only on the fields which remain light. The composite field Z light then corresponds to the standard run-away direction of ADS-like superpotentials in the global supersymmetry case where the potential is proportional to |∂W/∂Z| 2 [30] . This direction could be fixed at non-zero value by supergravity effects if there is a finite solution to
For a discussion along these lines see for instance [10] . Furthermore soft breaking terms will also provide contributions to the the Z potential and generically lifting the runaway behaviour.
• The prefactor B might not depend at all on matter fields for orientifold projections such that
De Sitter LVS for positive Euler numbers
It is well known that the standard realisation of the LARGE Volume Scenario with non-perturbative effects in the geometric regime and α ′ corrections relies on the fact that the Calabi-Yau manifold has negative Euler number χ (or positive coefficient ζ ∝ −χ). This means that the number of complex structure moduli (h 1,2 ) is larger than the number of Kähler moduli (h 1,1 ). This amounts to essentially half of all Calabi-Yau manifolds because of mirror symmetry.
However ref. [14] opens up the possibility to obtain LVS also for χ ≥ 0 (or equivalently ζ ≤ 0).
In fact, the authors of [14] pointed out that, in order to avoid the shrinking of the four-cycle supporting chiral matter, one has to wrap the visible sector branes on intersecting rigid divisors. In this way, in the absence of singlets which can get non-zero VEVs without breaking any of the visible sector gauge groups, one can perform an appropriate choice of brane set-up and world-volume fluxes which leads to the D-term stabilisation of all these rigid divisors except for one. This remaining flat direction, which we shall denote τ vs since its size is constrained to be small by the requirement of obtaining a visible sector gauge coupling of the correct size, can be fixed by the inclusion of string loop corrections 4 to be proportional to τ s : τ vs ∼ τ s . The final contribution to the scalar potential looks like [14] :
where c
loop is an unknown coefficient which depends on the complex structure moduli fixed at tree level. Given that τ s ∼ O(10) this term scales as 1/V 3 , and so for c
loop > 0, it has the potentiality to give rise to an AdS minimum at exponentially large volume even if ζ ≤ 0. We need however to check that the tuning of c (s) loop needed to obtain such a minimum does not lead us to a regime where we cannot trust the perturbative expansion anymore. As explained in [24] , the parameter that controls this expansion is: 35) which comes from the expansion of the inverse one-loop corrected Kähler metric. Notice that we expect two-loop contributions to the scalar potential to be suppressed by additional loop factors of (16π 2 ), and so these higher-loop corrections can be neglected if ǫ 36) and in this case the parameter that controls the perturbative expansion is:
Let us start by neglecting the string loop correction (3.36) due to their volume suppression.
The scalar potential takes the form (neglecting the prefactor):
Solving ∂V /∂τ s = 0 in the limit aτ s ≫ 1 gives:
A careful analysis considering also the second derivative with respect to τ s shows that in order to get a minimum we need to take the solution with the positive sign. Notice that in the case with c (s) loop = 0 this solution reduces to (3.25) . Substituting this result back in (3.38) we find (again in the limit aτ s ≫ 1):
The solution of ∂V /∂V = 0 is then:
Taking this value of c (s) loop and comparing (3.42) with (3.40), we realise that the minimum is at:
However this minimum is not in a regime where we can trust the perturbative expansion since the parameter (3.35) becomes:
This implies that the string loop correction (3.34) can never beat the α ′ correction and yield a minimum in a regime where we can trust the effective field theory. However this is not the case for the loop correction (3.36) coming from the large cycle. In fact, setting c (s) loop = 0 without loss of generality, the effective potential in terms of V reads:
Given that all the known Calabi-Yau three-folds have 1/2 |ζ| 3/2, the condition δ ≪ 1 is well satisfied by taking c
since it gives 0.08 δ 0.25. In this case the parameter (3.37) that controls the perturbative expansion is still smaller than unity since it turns out to be volume suppressed:
This minimum is AdS but it can be turned into a dS vacuum due to the positive contribution (3.24) coming from D3/E(-1) non-perturbative effects at singularities in the same way described in the previous sections.
Phenomenological implications
Even though the mechanism we have used for getting de Sitter vacua is very different from anti D3-branes at a warped throat, once uplifting has been achieved, the main physical implications are very similar to the standard LVS. However, they can provide a more robust origin to the different implications of LVS.
• Inflation: Models of Kähler moduli inflation [31] are based on the LVS and depend very much on the positive uplift term to get early Universe accelerated slow roll. A criticism to these scenarios could be that the most important contribution to the almost de Sitter expansion relies in the uplifting mechanism that generically requires the introduction of anti D3-branes.
However, if this term comes from a manifestly supersymmetric theory, as we have here, instead of a non linear realisation of supersymmetry, it makes the status of these models more robust. This is what can be obtained from our mechanism since the whole dynamics is identical to the existing models of inflation except for the origin of the 'uplift' term. However if the Standard Model cycle does not contribute to supersymmetry breaking, then the soft terms can be hierarchically smaller than the gravitino mass with scalar masses of
(see however [34] when field redefinitions are needed). In this case the uplifting term is crucial for determining the soft scalar masses [35] . Given that our scenario provides an explicit supersymmetric source for obtaining dS vacua, the contribution to the scalar masses can be computed in a reliable way. In particular what we have is an 'Fterm uplift' realised via the F-term of a blow-up mode whose contribution to the soft masses in the Standard Model brane is negligible since the visible sector is localised at a different singularity. Hence the leading order contribution to the soft masses comes from the F-term of the dilaton which is of order 1/V 2 , allowing for a realisation of the large gravitino mass scenario of [33, 36] (see also [37] ).
• An AdS/CFT dual description?: Our uplift potential takes the form: playing the rôle of the minimal value of the warp factor. The term (4.1) can arise from a non-perturbatively generated superpotential of a gauge theory; one thus might ask whether there is a relation to a dual theory along the lines of [11] . On the other hand there seem to be some key differences between our system and a warped throat with an anti-brane. Firstly, supersymmetry is broken by a bulk modulus; unlike the anti-brane case where the brane is the source of supersymmetry breaking. Furthermore, the value at which s is fixed is sensitive to the flux quanta in all the three-cycles in the Calabi-Yau; this makes it difficult to associate e −2bs with the infrared scale of a throat. It may be interesting to have a proper understanding of this in terms of AdS/CFT duality. 5 We want to emphasise that uplift term is not a proper terminology in our mechanism since the term appears on equal footing to the other terms in the scalar potential and we have explicitly found the minimum of the full potential.
Conclusions
Obtaining de Sitter space solutions from string theory is hard but very relevant for phenomenology.
Despite several attempts, so far the most convincing proposals have involved anti D3-branes which are required to provide a positive source of potential energy that combines with a concrete mechanism of modulus stabilisation to lift an AdS minimum to positive values. Moreover the amount of this lifting is controlled in an almost continuous manner given the fact that this contribution comes with an exponential warped factor depending on ratios of integers determined by fluxes.
The fact that this mechanism is not explicitly supersymmetric has raised criticism and doubts on how reliable and stringy this mechanism is. Even though these doubts may not be fully justified, it is reassuring to identify alternative mechanisms that achieve the same results but coming from a fully supersymmetric effective action. We regard this to be the main result of this article.
We Open questions are legion: a detailed calculation of soft terms for different scenarios of supersymmetry breaking, explicit realisations of this scenario in compact Calabi-Yau models following the recent constructions in [14] , explicit calculations of the next order corrections to the scalar potential (of order 1/V 4 ), etc. We hope to report on some of these issues in the near future.
A. Effect of field redefinition on the potential
In this appendix we shall study the effect of a field redefinition of the blow-up mode ρ due to oneloop corrections to the gauge kinetic function [29] . This redefinition takes the form ρ → ρ − β ln V where the coefficient β is:
where b 0 is the one-loop β-function coefficient The volume of the blow-up mode is not given by ρ anymore but by (ρ − β ln V), and so the quiver locus corresponds to ρ = β ln V.
We shall work at fixed dilaton. The Kähler potential, in the large volume limit τ b ≫ τ s , can be expanded as (keeping only terms up to O(V −1 )):
On the other hand the superpotential takes the form:
The Kähler metric is a symmetric matrix which reads (with the leading order correction in a large volume expansion):
The inverse Kähler metric with the leading order correction in a large volume expansion reads:
By turning on a flux on a two-cycle inside the four-cycle whose volume is given by the blow-up mode (ρ − β ln V), the D-term potential at order V −2 forces the shrinking of this divisor at the singularity since it fixes ρ at:
The leading order scalar potential at order V −3 is then (after minimising with respect to the axions ψ s and ψ ρ ):
Substituting the value for ρ found in (A.5), the scalar potential simplifies to:
Notice that this expression differs from (3.22) only for the last term proportional to β. Given that this extra term has an overall negative sign coming from the minimisation with respect to the axion ψ ρ , it could be dangerous to find a dS vacuum if it dominates over the term proportional to e −2b s .
We shall however now show that this is never the case.
Given that the new term does not depend on τ s we find the same condition (3.25) from the minimisation with respect to τ s which substituted in (A.6) gives:
Substituting this result back in (A.7) we find that the value of the potential at the minimum is:
In order to find a Minkowski vacuum we need therefore to perform the following tuning: (A.11)
The solution to (A.10) is:
(A.12)
Given that, for V ≫ 1 and β < 1 6 , the quantity 4C/(αβ) 2 scales as: 13) it is crucial to consider separately the two cases (1 − hbβ) > 0 and (1 − hbβ) ≤ 0. In the case
(1 − hbβ) ≤ 0 there is no real solution to (A.10), preventing the possibility to obtain a dS vacuum.
However, given that b = 6π/b 0 , from the expression (A.1) for β, we realise that hbβ = 1/2, and so the quantity (1 − hbβ) = 1/2 is always positive. Therefore the discriminant in (A.12) is also always positive, and so we correctly obtain two real solutions, one positive and one negative. We shall Notice that this solution, in the limit β → 0, correctly reduces to the one we found for the case with no field redefinition (see (3.30) ). Hence the order of magnitude of B needed to get a Minkowski vacuum depends again on the Euler number and the choice of parameters a and b.
B. De Sitter LVS for non-perturbative effects only at the singularity
Let us now consider what happens in the simplest set-up with no D7/E3 non-perturbative effects but only with D3/E(-1) non-perturbative effects at the quiver locus. This corresponds to the case analysed in section 3.1 without the T s superfield.
Case without field redefinition
The scalar potential then takes the form (neglecting the prefactor and writing s = g If ζ ≥ 0 there is no extremum whereas is ζ < 0 the potential develops a maximum but not a minimum. We need therefore to consider again string loop effects which could come either from the visible sector cycle τ vs fixed by the interplay of D-terms and g s corrections:
loop W 2 0 2) or from the large cycle τ b as in (3.36) . In order to get a minimum, we need to consider both (B.2) and (3.36) with c corresponding to a Minkowski minimum at exponentially large volume. However given that α, ζ, h and b are all O(1) numbers, (B.9) shows that it is hard to tune g s to get a dS vacuum and still be in the perturbative regime where g s 0.1. Hence, in order to get a trustable vacuum, we need again to consider the effect of string loop corrections.
In the case ζ = 0, we need to consider only (B.2) whereas we can neglect (3.36) due to the volume suppression. In fact, now the dS minimum would be located at: The situation for ζ = 0 is more involved since, in order to get a minimum, we need also to consider the loop correction (3.36) coming from the large four-cycle. We can set again c in a region where we can still trust the perturbative expansion. Notice that again, as in the case without field redefinition, there is no minimum for ζ > 0.
